Mutant prohead RNAs in the in vitro packaging of bacteriophage phi 29 DNA-gp3.
The 174-base prohead RNA encoded by bacteriophage phi 29 of Bacillus subtilis, essential for packaging of the DNA-gp3 (DNA-gene product 3) complex, was expressed efficiently from the cloned gene. Computer programs for RNA structure analysis were used to fold hypothetical RNA mutants and thus to target mutagenesis of the RNA for studies of structure and function. Five mutants of the RNA were then produced by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis that were altered in the primary sequence at selected sites; two of these mutants were predicted to be altered in secondary structure from a model established previously by a phylogenetic analysis. The binding of the 32P end-labeled mutant RNAs to RNA-free proheads was comparable with that of the wild-type RNA. However, the capability of the mutant RNAs to reconstitute RNA-free proheads for DNA-gp3 packaging in the defined in vitro system and for assembly of phage in RNA-free extracts was variable, depending upon the alteration. Changes of highly conserved bases that retained the predicted secondary structure of the RNA model were tolerated to a much greater extent than changes predicted to alter the RNA secondary structure.